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Decorative 2-step & 3-step Wood Pet Stairs
Care & Use Guide
Thank you for purchasing the Solvit Decorative Wood Pet Stairs. These instructions are written assuming
the 3-step version; the 2-step version follows the same procedure but uses fewer parts.
Verify contents of package: two Side Panels, labeled “A”; three Riser Panels (two for 2-step version),
labeled “B”; one Back Panel, labeled “C”; two Lower Steps (one for 2-step version), labeled “D”; one
Top Step, labeled “E”; and one polybag containing: steel cam-lock screws, steel cam-lock studs, wood
dowels, glue and protective feet.
Assembly: Screw nine cam-lock studs (seven for 2-step version) into threaded inserts in each Side Panel.
Set one Side Panel aside and lay the other Side Panel on a flat surface so the “A” label is facing up; insert
eight wood dowels (six on 2-step version) into provided holes (see Fig. 1 below).
Fit Back Panel to Side Panel so studs and dowels fit into holes on side edge of Back Panel. Insert camlock screws into three holes on Back Panel where it meets Side Panel; screw 1/2 turn to tighten (Fig. 2).

Position one of the Riser Panels to the Side Panel so the
“B” label is facing the Back Panel, and studs and dowels
on the Side Panel fit into the holes on the edge of the Riser
Panel. Insert two cam-lock screws through the holes on
the back of the Riser Panel and tighten to lock the pieces
together. Repeat for remaining Riser Panels (Fig. 3).
Insert wood dowels into the second and fourth holes on the
edge of the Back Panel, and in the second and third holes
on the edge of each Riser Panel. Leave other holes empty.

Position the other Side Panel over the assembled parts so the
studs and dowels align with the corresponding holes in the
Side Panel and press pieces together. Carefully rotate the
entire assembly to an “upright” position (Fig.4). Insert and
tighten cam locks in nine remaining holes (seven on 2-step
version) in the Back Panel and Riser Panels to secure the
second Side Panel.

Dispense a small amount of glue in the four holes on the underside of each Lower Step and Top Step and
insert dowels; wipe away any excess glue. Dispense a small amount of glue into twelve holes (eight on 2step version) on the top edge of the Side Panels. Beginning at the bottom, align each step piece over the
holes in the stair assembly and press into place. Repeat for remaining step sections finishing with Top
Step (Figs. 5 & 6). After waiting several hours for the glue to dry, install the four protective pads to the
bottom four corners of stair assembly.

Cleaning: Promptly wipe up any foreign matter with a damp cloth or sponge. Clean carpet surfaces with
carpet cleaner. Clean wood surfaces with furniture polish.
TIP: As a natural wood product, some variability in the color and grain of the stairs is normal. If small
nicks or scratches occur, the finish can be restored using colored furniture polish (such as Old English®).
Warranty: Solvit’s Decorative Wood Stairs are warranted to be free from defects in materials or workmanship
for the life of the product. Some restrictions apply, so please visit our website for more details.
SOLVIT Products is dedicated to offering innovative solutions to improve pets’ quality of life. Please
feel free to contact us with any questions, comments, or warranty issues. Thank you for your purchase!
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